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Main properties

Charge= 0 

Barionic Number= 1

Interactions: Electroweak, strong, gravitational

Spin = 

Internal structure (QCD) = udd (2/3,-1/3,-1/3) 

Weak decay (T1/2 = 889.1 ± 2.1 sec)

Magnetic moment: µm= - 0.966 236 40(23) x 10-26 JT-1

Electric Dipole moment: |d| = 3.0 x 10-26 e cm

Mass = 1.6749 x 10-27 kg (appreciable effects in neutron interferometry)
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The spontaneous fission

A process where a nucleus of large mass splits into 2 nuclei of 

smaller mass numbers, usually with the release of neutrons.

Some radioisotopes contain nuclei which are highly

unstable and decay spontaneously by splitting into 2

smaller nuclei.

Distributions of 

mass numbers

for different 

fissile nuclides: 
252Cf
240Pu
234U
236U
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The Fission Process

A neutron travels at high speed towards a uranium-235

nucleus.
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The neutron strikes the nucleus which then captures the

neutron.
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The nucleus changes from being uranium-235 to

uranium-236 as it has captured a neutron.

The Fission Process



The uranium-236 nucleus formed is very unstable.

The Fission Process

It transforms into an elongated shape for a short time.
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It then splits into 2 fission fragments and releases

neutrons.
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Nuclear Fusion

In nuclear fusion, two nuclei with low mass numbers

combine to produce a single nucleus with a higher mass

number.
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The (γ,n) interactions
Neutron photoproduction

nAA mMME +≥+ −1γ

It is an electromagnetic process

It is a threshold reaction: energy has to be spent:

The binding energy has to be accounted for: 
3He+γγγγ  d + n

Eb(
3He) ≈7 MeV; Eb(d) ≈2.2 MeV  Eγ ≈ 5 MeV

Typical values of the nucleon binding energies in high-A nuclei mostly used for n production are

in the order of 8 MeV and thus γ-rays of that order have to be used.

In the range 10-30 MeV these photons excite the so-called Giant Resonances (or electric dipole

resonances) that are due to the coherent oscillation in opposite directions of n and p (the same

particle with different state of the isospin vector).

In the 10-30 MeV energy region the photonuclear reactions are both (γ,2n) and (γ,n).

High energy photons may be produced in different ways: such as.

Inverse Compton Scattering to obtain quasi monochromatic γs used to study nuclear matter

Bremsstrahlung radiation producing white γ beams



The charge particle induced reactions

classic

quantum

tunneling

At low energies (let say below 100 MeV)

interactions with formation of compound 

(not stable) nuclei that in turn decay with 

emission of neutrons is likely to occur 



Examples of neutron sources



Radioisotopes

(αααα,n) sources

e.g.: Am-Be

αααα+9Be4
12C6+n +5.71 MeV

252Cf spontaneous fission:

spectrum well described by the relation:

T ≈1.3 MeV

I ≈ 2.3 106 n s-1 µµµµgr-1

3.8 n/fission + 9.7 γ (85% prompt τ <  ns and high energy) 
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Photoproduction
9Be4 + hν  8Be4 + n   (-1.666 MeV)
2H1 + hν  1H1 + n      (-2.226 MeV)
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M recoiling nucleus mass

m neutron mass

γ Source at the center

2.4 cm 

Al shield

n emitter (Be o CD2)

t ≈ 3.2 mm

t

Neutron spectra calculated for the source in the picture.

Typical γ sources are 72Ga and 22Na. The external shell may be 

made of Berillium or deuterated Poly(CD2)



Charged particle induced reactions

Two examples: (i) 9Be + p  9B+n, (ii)  2H+3H  4He + n

Neutron Yield for a 

series of charged 

particle induced 

reactions



Neutrons from fusion plasma

TOKAMAK

D-D Reaction:
2H1 + 2H1 

3He2+ n  (+ 3.26 MeV)

D-T Reaction
2H1 +3H1 

4He2 + n  (+ 17.6 MeV)

ITER

Toroidal vacuum chamber

plasma



Inertial fusion 
laser & heavy ions

The NOVA reactor @ Lawrence 

Livermore labs (CA, US) 



Sources at large scale facilities



Fission Reactors



Cold and hot sources

Fast n and γγγγ-rays rise and keep the graphite 

moderator at T=2000 K



Institut Laue-Langevin 

(ILL-Francia)



IBR-2 Reactor

Dubna

Reactor parameters



Worlwide reactors



Accelerator-driven

pulsed neutron sources



LINAC sources
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Electrons-induced neutron production

Bremsstrahlung



Some examples
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At the typical electron energies (E≈ 50 MeV) and 

for the typical values of  Z of the target (e.g.Z = 

92 for U) , the erngy loss due to Bremsstrahlung is 

more intense by a factor of about 6



GELINA Facility @ Geel (Belgio)

Neutron energy range: 
1 meV-20 MeV  

Neutrons bunches
duration:
< 1 ns

repetition rates: 
up to 800 Hz

Total neutron flux of the 
target: 
3.4 x 1013 neutrons/s



Spallation production



If properly designed 

moderators are 

used, undermoderated 

neutrons can be produced 

featuring an 1/E epithermal 

tail

Projectiles, targets and moderators



Deposited energy into the target



Angular distribution of the neutrons prodeuced by  p + W (Ep = 1 GeV) reactions. 

Angles are measured with respect to the incident direction of the protons.

Neutrons from the evaporation 

phase (low energy) are mostly 

isotropically distributed

Neutrons from direct interaction of 

the protons with the target (high 

energy) have a distribution peaked 

at low angles (Lorentz boost). 



Letargy

To slow down fast neutrons the 

inelastic scattering off hydrogenous 

materials is exploited.

ξξξξ: <lnE0/E>dΩΩΩΩ lethargy variation 

for each collision with a ϑ
scattering angle
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Energy Spectra

μs
E(eV)

1.2
τ p = FWHM of the neutorn pulse at the energy E in the

“slowing down” region

H2O Moderator H2 Moderator
Coupled

moderator

Unpoisoned 

Decoupled 

Moderator

Poisoned 

Decoupled 

Moderator



What energy has to be used ?

A cost parameter can be defined as:

εεεεp=Ep/Yp

energy needed to produce a neutron with a 

proton of energy Ep.

For  207Pb target of 10 e 20 cm diameter 

and 60 cm thickness,  the minimum of εεεεp is 

found for Ep = 1.1 GeV

Considering the table shown before, the 

proton-induced apallation production has 

less problems related to the residual heat 

removal into the target (εεεεp = 50 MeV)
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GeVE

AGeVE
AEY

Non fissionable nuclei

238U

Electrons
(bersaglio U)

Protons
(bersaglio U)

Reactors
(U)

Reaction Bremsstrahlung Spallation Nuclear fission

Typical incident 

particle energy

100 MeV 800 MeV -

Neutron Yield 5 x 10-2 n/e- 30 n/p 1 n/fissione

Deposited energy 2 GeV 55 MeV 180 MeV



ISIS pulsed neutron source



Neutron production at ISIS:

800 MeV protons

I ≈≈≈≈ 200 µA

P = 160 kW Power deposioted onto the W 

target

φφφφ~2×1016 n/s

≈52  m

Pulsed muons



All beam in synchrotron extracted in one turn

ββββ = v/c = 0.84, 163 m circumference  →→→→ revolution time = 0.65 µs

4 µC ÷ 0.65 µs →→→→ 6 A circulating current

Extracted pulse ~0.3 µs long (double peak proton pulse) 



At ISIS there are four moderators

• H2O @ 300 K (2 moderators)

• liquid H2 @ 20 K

• liquid CH4 @ 100 K

The Be reflector cooled by H2O redirect 

towards the moderator the scattered 

neutrons  enhancing by a factor af two 

the flux available to the beamline



Spallation sources worldwide
………present and future



STFC-ISIS 

United Kingdom



Spallation Neutron Source (SNS)
United States of America



J-PARC 
Japan



European Spallation Source (ESS)
Sweden



Paul Sherrer Institute (PSI)
Switzerland



nTOF @ CERN
Switzerland



China Spallation Neutron Source (CSNS)

China



Development of spallation sources



Sorgenti DD e DT



 The Frascati Neutron Generator (FNG)

- What it is

- Main purposes

- FNG in the D-T mode

- FNG in the D-D mode

 FNG activities

 The FNG instrumentation

 Future perspectives

Overview



The Frascati Neutron Generator

 FNG is a compact accelerator driven neutron source

 Designed and built in ENEA that operates the source at its own expenses.

 First operation in November 1992

FNG main purposes

 Neutronics experiments (mock-up, benchmarks)

 Data base & code improvement

 Development of (new) experimental techniques and detectors.

… but also

A number of activities in different fields within a series of collaborations are carried out
at FNG so far



H.V. TERMINAL

ION SOURCE

BENDING 

MAGNET

ACCELERATOR TUBE

VACUUM PUMP

QUADRUPOLES
TARGET

FNG is a linear electrostatic accelerator-driven neutron source

Accelerated particles: Deuterons (D+)
Energy: ED = 300 keV
Current: ID = 1 mA
Target: Titanium layer (3 µµµµm thickness) loaded with tritium/deuterium

ION SOURCE CHAMBER –EINZ LENS

The Frascati Neutron Generator



75

Furthermore the target holder has a very light design to reduce the contamination of the 

spectrum due to neutron scattering produced by the target structure.

FNG is housed in a large shielded

hall (11.5 x 12 m2 and 9 m high)

and the target is more than 4 m

far from walls, floor and ceiling.

The large hall reduces to very low

level the neutron background due

to neutron reflection from the walls

rendering measurement at 14 MeV

very “clean”.

The Frascati Neutron Generator



D+T αααα+n (Q=17.6 MeV)

Neutron Energy: En= 14.1 MeV

Source neutron emission rate: Y= 1011 s-1 continuous mode

Y is absolutely calibrated at±±±±3%: Associated Particle Method

Half Yield Time: TY/2 ~ 25 h @ ID = 1 mA

Neutron yield is monitored

measuring the alpha particles

from the T(d,n)αααα with a Silicon

Detector.

FNG in D-T mode

D+

α



FNG in D-T mode source spectrum simulation  



FNG in D-T mode source spectrum simulation  



FNG in D-D mode

D+D 3He+n (Q=3.27 MeV)

Neutron Energy: En= 2.5 MeV

Source neutron emission rate Y= 109 s-1 continuous mode

Y absolutely measured 7% uncertainty: activation technique 115In(n,n’)115Inm.

Half Yield Time: TY/2 “infinite” as D is continuously implanted by the D+ beam

115In(n,n’)115Inm 

τ1/2=4.486 h; Eγ=336.24 keV

D+
Gamma activity measured by 
means of a calibrated HpGe



FNG in D-D mode source spectrum 

simulation



FNG in D-D mode source spectrum 

simulation



Sorgentina compared with other sources

SFS (standard)

Be(p/d,n) (γ,n) spallation

Short pulse

Long pulse

continuous

DT fusion

Sorgentina is unique: produces a monochromatic neutron beam

SFS (HOPG)



….Do more…

NSFS as a starting point?


